
SCI is the leading 3PL logistics & supply 
chain solutions provider trusted by US 
and Canadian brands.
As a leading Canadian 3PL, SCI makes North American businesses even better 
by offering clients in the omni-channel retail, technology, health, beauty, and 
wellness sectors a suite of end-to-end supply chain solutions. Their deep-rooted, 
best-in-class supply chain and transportation management expertise was 
founded in e-commerce, and they continue to help mid-market clients coast-to-
coast and across the border.

CASE STUDY ON 3PL PARTNERSHIP FULFILLMENT

 Sci: 3pl logiStiCS & SUpply cHaiN

THE CHALLENGE
Due to rapidly changing consumer shopping trends, SCI’s clients were experiencing significant 
e-commerce volume increases. Combined with labour challenges and increasing real estate 
costs, SCI wanted to look for alternative solutions to increase productivity while still meeting 
SLAs. Guided by its principles of ‘embracing change’ and ‘adapting for the future’ SCI sought 
investments in automation to better serve their clients and add value to their business.

THE SOLUTION
SCI partnered with Attabotics to implement a goods-to-person (GTP) automation system that 
offers greater productivity while maximizing warehouse space. The ergonomic solution is a next 
generation automated storage and retrieval solution (ASRS) that saves on space, labour costs, 
and time. The high density, scalable micro-fulfillment center dramatically increased the units 
picked per hour by 65% while reducing warehouse space by 70%. SCI's successful partnership 
with Attabotics enabled efficiency gains, improved ergonomics, and increased pick accuracy. 

THE RESULT
Attabotics was able to efficiently increase SCI’s overall order efficiency and output, while also 
maximizing their space within existing facilities by implementing the 3D robotic automated 
storage and retrieval system (ASRS). This partnership has provided a valuable automation 
solution and has allowed the SCI organization to become more efficient compared to the manual 
picking process. 
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SCI has developed an 
exceptional partnership with 
Attabotics. We admire their 
willingness to listen and 
address our challenges while 
including us on strategic 
roadmap initiatives for the 
evolution of their product.
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